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Download
OtsAV.DJ.Pro-maz is a Korean version of OtsAV DJ Pro. It is freeware
and available for Windows. It supports. The software supports various
file formats like MP3, MP4, AAC, WAV and WMA etc. The player's
features include audio background music, sound effects, timescale,
karaoke, and loops with customizable effects and a built-in 7-inch vinyl.
Features Automated beat mixing A very important feature of
OtsAV.DJ.Pro-maz is its beat mixing feature. This allows you to mix
two songs together seamlessly and automatically. Intelligent fademixing It can be also a nice feature to use it. It will intelligently fade-
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mix songs after a chosen time. Scratch It can also be a nice feature to
use it. It lets you scratch to a selected track and automatically mix it
with the previous song. The positions of the two songs that will be
mixed together will be indicated in the DJ box so that you know where
to stop the music. Time-scaling It can also be a nice feature to use it. It
lets you set the amount of time that each song will last in order to
increase the song length. Loop It can also be a nice feature to use it.
You can set a song to repeat by a customizable loop. Effects It also
provides some effects like Volume: Increase/Decrease by fader or
slider, Invert, Vinyl Scratch, Pan, Pitch, Cut, Chorus, Saturator, and
Delay. Karaoke It has also a built-in karaoke feature, including lyrics
and background music. It also has an advanced karaoke mode that
allows you to play your songs in karaoke style. Vinyl It has a built-in
features that make you feel like DJing with a DJ-8 controller. Plugins
Built-in plugins These plugins are sold separately OtsAV DJ Pro &
OtsAV DJ Max have following built-in plugins. File management
plugins Built-in file management plugins. Other software These plugins
are sold separately OtsAV DJ Pro & OtsAV DJ Max have following
non-file-management plugins. Compatibility Operating Systems:
Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8 and 10 Program Compatibility 570a42141b
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